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ME 200  Thermodynamics 1 
Spring 2017 – Final Exam 

 
Circle your instructor’s last name 

 
 
Ardekani    Fisher     Hess 
 
 
 
   Naik    Sojka (online and on campus) 

 
 

INSTRUCTIONS 
 This is a closed book and closed notes exam.  Equation sheets and all needed tables 

are provided.   
 Significant credit for each problem is given if you identify your system and its boundary, 

draw the relevant EFD, start your analysis with the basic equations, list all relevant 
assumptions, and have appropriate units. 

 Do not hesitate to ask if you do not comprehend a problem statement.  For your own 
benefit, please write clearly and legibly.  You must show your work to receive credit 
for your answers. 

 Do not write on the back of any page because it won’t be scanned and therefore it 
won’t be graded.  If you need extra paper raise your hand and a proctor will supply it. 

 Place all solution pages in order.  Do not, for instance, put a solution page from Problem 
1 or from Problem 2 at the end of your exam. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE 
The use of PDAs, Blackberry-type devices, cell phones, laptop computers, smart 

watches or any other sources of communication (wireless or otherwise) is strictly 
prohibited during examinations.  Doing so is cheating.  If you bring a smart watch, cell 
phone, or other communication device to the examination, it must be turned off prior to 
the start of the exam, placed in your backpack, and the backpack must be stored below 
your seat.  It shall be reactivated only after you leave the examination room for the 
final time.  Otherwise it is a form of cheating and will be treated as such. 

 
SECOND IMPORTANT NOTE 

The only calculators allowed for use on this exam are those of the TI-30X series.  No 
others are allowed. 
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1. [60 points] The SR-71 high-speed, high-altitude surveillance aircraft was powered 
by the Pratt & Whitney J-58 engine.  At maximum speed (900 m/s) the engine 
operates as a turbojet with thrust augmentation by using an after-burner.  The 
compressor has a pressure ratio of 7.5.  Note that the engine air inlet temperature and 
inlet pressure at maximum altitude (~25,000 m) are ~200 K and ~0.001 bar, 
respectively.  A block diagram is shown below. 

Assume that the flow of air through the diffuser, compressor, turbine and nozzle is 
adiabatic and reversible.  Further assume that all the turbine specific work goes to 
drive the compressor.   
 
Complete the missing information in the following table and find the nozzle exit 
velocity.  Use nearest table values (do not interpolate). 
  

State Location p, bar T, K V, 
m/s 

1 Ambient/diffuser inlet 0.001 200 900 
2 Diffuser exit/compressor inlet   0 
3 Compressor exit/combustor inlet   0 
4 Combustor exit/turbine inlet  1560 0 
5 Turbine exit/after-burner inlet   0 
6 After-burner exit/nozzle inlet  1750 0 
7 Nozzle exit 0.001   

 
 
 
 
 

P1 = 0.001 bar
T1 = 200 K
V1 = 900 m/s

1                2               3                  4              5         6             7  

Diffuser Nozzle

TurbineCompressor

Combustor

P3/P2 = 7.5 T4 = 1560 K

After-burner

T6 = 1750 K

P7 = 0.001 bar
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Problem 1 (continued) 
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Problem 1 (continued)  
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2. [40 points] You are in charge of turbine procurement for a solar-powered 
electricity generating station in a remote area.  The system uses air as the working 
fluid and there are two candidate turbines.  Assume that both turbines are adiabatic. 
 

Turbine 1 p, bar T, K mair, kg/s
inlet 10 1260 1.75 
exit 1 750 1.75 

Turbine 2 p, bar T, K mair, kg/s
inlet 15 1500 1.50 
exit 2 920 1.50 

 
Universal gas constant = 8.314 kJ/kmol-K 
Molecular weight of air = 29 kg/kmol 
 
(a) Calculate isentropic efficiency for each turbine.  Report your answer as %.  
(b) Find the rate of entropy generation for each turbine.  Report your answer in 
kW/K. 
(c) Make a recommendation as to which turbine should be purchased using the 
above calculations.   
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Problem 2 (continued) 
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Problem 2 (continued) 
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3. [60 points] Consider the following three processes in a reciprocating piston-
cylinder device having a fixed mass of air inside the cylinder. 
 
Process 1 to 2: Constant pressure from 1 bar and 300 K until the volume increases 
by 50% (2 = 1.5 1) 
 
Process 2 to 3: Constant temperature until the pressure increases to 6 bar 
 
Process 3 to 4: Constant pressure until 4 = 1 
 
Universal gas constant = 8.314 kJ/kmol-K 
Molecular weight of air = 29 kg/kmol 
 
(a) Complete the missing information in the following table. 
 

State p, bar T, K , m3/kg 
1 1 300  
2 1  
3 6 T3=T2  
4 6  4 = 1 

 
(b) Show all three processes on p- diagram. 
(c) Calculate the specific work for each of the three processes.  Report your 
answers in kJ/kg. 
(d) Find the specific heat transfer for each of the three processes.  Report your 
answers in kJ/kg. 
(e) Compute the specific entropy generation for the isothermal process from 
State 2 to 3.  Assume the boundary temperature is 300 K.  Report your answer in 
kJ/kg-K. 
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Problem 3 (continued) 
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Problem 3 (continued) 
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4(a) [12 points] Circle all (and only all) correct answers. 
 
(i) For which of the following phase(s) the change in specific enthalpy can be 
calculated as: h = h2(T2) – h1(T1)?       

 

Saturated liquid-vapor mixture   Compressed liquid 
 
Ideal gas      Superheated vapor         

 
(ii) For which of the following phase(s) the change in specific enthalpy can be 
calculated as: h = h2(P2, T2) – h1(P1, T1)?       

 

Saturated liquid-vapor mixture   Compressed liquid 
 
Ideal gas      Superheated vapor 
 
(iii) For which of the following phase(s) the change in specific enthalpy can be 
calculated as: h = p?       

 

Saturated liquid-vapor mixture   Compressed liquid 
 
Ideal gas      Superheated vapor 
 
4(b) [12 points] Circle if the following statements are True or False.  You must 
provide appropriate justification to receive full credit. 

 
(i) A fluid undergoing a reversible process is also undergoing an isentropic process. 
 
True       False 
 
 
 
(ii) A fluid undergoing an isothermal process can experience heat transfer. 
 
True       False 
 
 
 
(iii) A fluid undergoing an isentropic process can never experience heat transfer. 
 
True       False 
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4c. [16 points]  Sketch lines of constant pressure, constant volume, constant 
temperature, and constant entropy on the p- and T-s diagrams below.  You should 
have a total of eight lines or curves.  Draw the constant entropy lines only in the 
ideal gas region. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


